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Jesse Rodgers
Chief Executive Officer

Over the next 5-10 years, we will see the cul-
ture of innovation flourish in Halifax in much 
the same way it has in the Waterloo Region. 
The local tech community is growing, with 
more support in motion from the universities, 
government and non-profits across the region.

Along with the community, Volta plans to grow. 
In the next ten years, we want to create over 
1,000 growth-oriented new tech product start-
ups, spur the employment of over 4,200 peo-
ple and directly support at least $250 million 
in VC financing. We also want to support the 
corporate innovation space, in tandem with 
startups. There is so much potential in Halifax 
that I’ve seen in the past year; I’m excited for 
the leap the Atlantic Region will be making in 
the years to come.

Melody Pardoe
Chief Operating Officer

Seeing the community grow over the last year 
has been inspiring. Our alumni companies 
are putting Halifax on the map, and I’m so 
proud of them for making it to the next stage 
of growth. Voltans are like family to me and 
the team.

Smart people starting companies, 
partnerships between startups and large 
corporations and collaborations with 
educational institutions – this is what happens 
at Volta. We’ve added several new programs 
and resources this year, and grew the Volta 
team to meet the increasing need for startup 
support. I encourage everyone to be curious 
about what’s happening here, and when you 
see cool things, get involved!
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  Volta Labs is a Halifax-based Super Hub for early-
stage tech product companies. We’re creating a 

place where entrepreneurship is celebrated & taking 
over the world is expected. We are a non-profit created 

by founders for founders.V SO WHAT
IS VOLTA?

OUR FOCUS

OUR GOAL

OUR VISION

Nurture the best founders of startups in the world, 
who will, in turn, create world-class companies.

Build a community where entrepreneurs can come 
together to learn from each other, grow their 
companies and expand to global markets.

Support the development of entrepreneurial talent 
through the attraction, training and support of new 
startup founders.
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HEADLINES
OF THE YEAR

Atlantic Lottery Launches First 
Innovation Outpost with Volta

Passing through the Maritime Centre’s seventh 
floor entrance, the Atlantic Lottery’s Innovation 
Outpost is just to the left as you enter Volta. Walk 
through the lobby’s panoramic galactic mural and 
you enter a space that’s brimming with possibilities. 
Scott Burke is leading the first Innovation Outpost 
of its kind in Atlantic Canada as the Outpost Lab 
Lead.

Dalhousie University President 
Announces ideaHUB

Dalhousie University President Richard Florizone 
has announced ideaHUB, a tech incubator/
accelerator space geared towards equipping 
students with necessary entrepreneurial skills to 
excel in the startup community. The program is 
designed to link universities and their students 
to the corporate sector, entrepreneurs, venture 
capitalists and government.
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Jesse Rodgers Joins Volta as 
CEO

Jesse has extensive startup support experience 
from his roles as the Founding Director and Director 
of Student Innovation of VeloCity at the University 
of Waterloo and as the Founding Director of 
Creative Destruction Lab for the Rotman School of 
Management at the University of Toronto. Jesse also 
has startup founding experience as the co-founder 
of TribeHR, an HR SaaS company acquired by 
NetSuite. Jesse has also worked as the VP of Business 
Development for Boltmade, a web and mobile design 
and development shop based in Waterloo.

Analyze Re Acquired by Verisk 
Analytics, Inc.

Analyze Re, a Volta alum, has been acquired! The 
FinTech startup, which provides pricing and risk 
management software for the reinsurance industry, 
was bought by Verisk Analytics for a reported 
$15 million to $20 million. Analyze Re uses high 
performance computing and big data analysis to 
help reinsurers make smarter decisions, minimize 
risk and maximize their profits. Analyze Re was one 
of Volta’s first residents in 2013, and the second 
large exit.

Lighthouse Labs Travels East 
to Partner with Volta

Volta Labs has partnered with Lighthouse 
Labs, a for-profit educational institute based 
in Vancouver, to bring their intensive web 
development boot camp to Halifax. This will be 
their first boot camp course East of Montreal. 
The boot camp will support Nova Scotia’s tech 
ecosystem by delivering a modern, immersive 
web development program to launch a cohort of 
students into their first junior developer role.
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HIGHLIGHTING THE 
BIG EVENTS OF 2016

GLOBAL GAME JAM
Halifax’s site for an international 
video game creation weekend.

DEMOCAMP 2016
Tech startups in the Maritimes 
sharing what they’ve created.
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+$33M

Equity financing raised by 
Volta companies to date.

Analyze Re acquired by 
Verisk, Inc. & Compilr 

acquired by Lynda.com

2 exits 82%

Volta resident & alumni 
companies still in 

operation.

Early-stage founders, tech 
enthusiasts, devs, designers, 

students & mentors in the 
Volta community network.

500+

COMMUNITY
SUCCESS
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The AdLyft team has developed a 
software platform that facilitates the 

creation and distribution of incentivized, 
interactive, engagement based 

advertising within applications that 
users already have on their devices. We 
verify the user actively participated in an 
advertisement and greatly reward them 
for giving us their undivided attention. 
Brands, publishers, and users all win.

Addo takes a proactive approach to 
health in the workplace through our 
gamified and social platform. Every 

employee has a profile where they earn 
points for healthy habits. Employees 

can see their results in real-time, track 
their progress, compete against other 

co-workers, and form teams to compete 
against one another.

Athletigen provides fitness enthusiasts, 
high-performance athletes, coaches 

and health professionals with genetic 
information related to athletic-traits. 

This information is processed by their 
proprietary bioinformatic algorithm and 
the results are used to optimize fitness 
plans, elite athlete performance and 

physician prescribed exercise.

Proposify is a SaaS-model web 
application that addresses the pain-

points of proposal writing by offering 
an easy way to track and manage 

proposals, collaborate with teams, and 
create custom designed, re-usable 
templates so new proposals can be 

quickly assembled and less time spent 
on searching for content.

Swell is the discovery, booking and 
docking management platform 

connecting the millions of available 
moorings, docks and wharves with 
boater’s need for temporary places 

to tie up. This mobile and web based 
platform, with on-the-dock signage, 

helps mooring, dock and wharf owners 
drive revenue, and spend less time and 

money managing their assets.
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2016 VOLTA
GRADUATES
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Harbr captures workforce 
performance and quality metrics 
through key engagements with 

Site Managers while making their 
job easier and more efficient.

Hello Focus applies data science 
to make individuals and teams 

more productive when it comes 
to managing their workload.

Unicage is a proprietary UNIX 
shell script based development 
framework used by global key 

industry leaders that solves 
complex data integration and 
batch processing problems.

Sidestory helps you compose 
and send beautiful, thoughtful 

messages.

NEW VOLTA
RESIDENTS
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Manifold makes it easy and 
secure for developers to use the 

cloud services they love.

KeyIn is the only b2b review 
community for users and 

purchasers of big-ticket products 
and services

The Dingbot team designs and 
operates automated boats for 
collecting data on the water.
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Health QR continues to take strides with the 
introduction of “Your Health Report”

Health QR has developed a strategy to streamline many of the 
everyday hassles of medication management with Your Health Report. 
The app allows patients to easily access the information they already 
legally own, without the traditional industry barriers. 

Athletigen announces Iris, the first genomics 
app for human performance.

Athletigen Technologies unveiled the closed release of Iris™, 
powered by proprietary human performance insights gleaned from 
their partnerships with world class athletes and performance experts.

Sidestory encourages honest, meaningful 
storytelling

“We think storytelling is important. We think privacy is important. We 
think honesty is important” — Gavin Uhma, co-founder and CEO of 
Sidestory.

Harbr goes big, targets Canada’s hottest 
industry; construction

A young Halifax company called Harbr is bringing the promise of 
Big Data to one of Canada’s biggest and fastest-growing industries—
construction.

Software Company Modest Tree gains 
momentum

Halifax entrepreneur Sam Sannandeji isn’t timid about going against 
the grain. “Don’t be afraid to shake things up by offering advanced 
technologies to traditional industries,” Sannandeji, founder of Modest 
Tree, said Friday in an interview. 

VOLTA
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Canadian startup PACTA launches contract 
tracking on Ethereum

Canadian startup PACTA announced the launch of their new contract 
authentication and tracking functionality using the Ethereum 
blockchain.

Vendeve launches Squads, A community for 
women entrepreneurs looking for personalized 
feedback and support.

At Squads, they know you don’t need more generic, one-size-fits-all advice. 
You need personalized feedback and support from people who get it.

Health QR founder Patti Ryan receives the 
Progress Women of Excellence Award

Ryan was honoured with a Progress Women of Excellence Award 
from the Canadian Progress Club’s Halifax Cornwallis chapter. “It’s an 
incredible honour,” she said about receiving the Award. “It means a 
lot on a lot of different levels. It’s been really humbling.”

NowNS: Proposify helps clients win $3 billion in 
business

At the start of 2015, Halifax start-up Proposify had 251 customers 
generating monthly recurring revenue of $5,287. Twelve months later 
the company had 1,816 customers and $77,429 in monthly recurring 
revenue.

Zora look to simplify the lives of landlords with 
a new form of credit scoring 

Zora aims to make finding good tenants easier and less risky, for 
landlords, including by cutting rent default rates by nearly 50 percent.

COMMUNITY
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PACTA

H alifax-based startup PACTA, 
a contract management and 
notification tool, launched 
in April of 2015. PACTA 

has achieved a level of notoriety 
that is uncommon for a startup 
within its first year by gaining buzz 
and exposure: Two key elements to 
gaining customers, and ultimately 
market traction.
Understanding the problem, 
listening to customers and creating 
solutions is a huge component 
of PACTA’s playbook. After their 
product launched in April of 2015, 
PACTA had early adopters spanning 
from New Brunswick to New York. 
“They really helped us get things off 
the ground,” says Charlotte Rydlund, 
co-founder and CEO of PACTA.
For Charlotte and her co-founder/
COO Isak Rydlund, creating 
consistent communication with 
potential early adopters and 
customers is crucial to maintaining 
a stable product that works. “We 
balance out what we believe is 

important and what we prioritize 
with what our customers are telling 
us.” 
The PACTA team has juggled a 
multi-use product build, big-ticket 
pitching such as Google Demo 
Day, large partnerships such as 
integration with DocuSign and 
raising funds along the way. Their 
Chief Happiness Officer, Fenwick, is 
a black lab.
“It was important to progress in 
tandem so that we didn’t have 
technology going ahead of sales, 
or vice versa,” says Charlotte. “This 
meant managing the expectations of 
customers, having them realize that 
they are working with a startup and 
knowing that changes are going to 
happen quite quickly.”
PACTA uses a cloud-based system to 
send emails and text alerts to parties 
involved with contracts on file, to 
alert them of upcoming renewal or 
expiry dates. Being notified earlier 
can mean more opportunities to 
prepare, or even re-negotiate for 

a better deal. The risk mitigation is 
huge: Missing important deadlines 
for contract renewals could result in 
losing contracts, or missing your own 
bottom line. 
“What we are trying to solve,” says 
Charlotte, “is keeping that contract 
alive and active so you can use that 
as a part of running your business as 
opposed to forgetting about it and 
missing an important renewal date 
or expiry date.” 
With digital contract details, clients 
can reduce the amount of time spent 
reviewing contracts and eliminate 
financial risks by missing important 
details. “Almost everyone you 
speak to will have a contract story,” 
Charlotte adds. “They’ll tell you the 
story about how this contract was 
lost or how they lost an opportunity 
for revenue.”
Since their product launched, PACTA 
has continued to build on sales while 
building the team and developing 
the app to keep up with demand.

PACTA: Connecting to the world market as an East Coast Startup
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Volta Labs has added three new 
members to their Board of Directors: 
Janet Bannister, Leah Skerry and 
Ross Simmonds. The board now has 
seven members, with backgrounds 
ranging from founding tech startups 
to venture capital firms

The three new additions add a diverse 
range of business acumen. Janet is a 
venture partner and brought Kijiji to 
Canada; Leah founded Pursu.it to 
help athletes successfully fund their 
dreams and helps kids learn with 
Squiggle Park, and Ross founded 
Crate to help digital marketing 
strategists succeed, as he has with 
local startups and Fortune 500 
companies.

“Our new board members bring 
even more global connections 
to Atlantic Canada,” said Jevon 
MacDonald, chair of the board. 
“Ross and Leah are both active 
entrepreneurs, and Janet is currently 
a venture partner with an extensive 
history of entrepreneurship, so these 
new additions add more of both 
finance and operational experience 
to the board. They all want to help 
put Halifax on the map as a place for 
founders to start new companies and 
grow existing ones.”

Volta Labs’ 
Board of Directors 
Welcomes  Three 

New Members
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Volta is proud to share our Women in 
Tech program, “Women Taking over 
the World with Tech” (WTWT), made 
possible with the support of the 
Canadian Digital Media Network and 
Deloitte.

What is WTWT?

The Women Taking over the World 
with Tech (WTWT) program supports 
Nova Scotian female founders and 
leaders in the technology sector. 
This program will feature events, 
workshops, an in-depth fireside chat 
and quarterly socials. We want to 
give you a collaborative community 
to discuss the issues women face in 
the tech industry and support you 
through our network with resources 
available through our program 
sponsors, Deloitte and CDMN.

We surveyed Atlantic women in the 
tech sector and found that many want 
a community that offers more than 
networking. This program offers five 
unique ways to get involved and learn 
something meaningful, and enjoy the 
company of like-minded women.

If you are a founder or in a managing 
role in a startup that is within or 
supported by the tech sector, we want 
to connect you with other women in 
the industry!

Volta Launches 
WTWT with the 

support of CDMN & 
Deloitte
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ZORA

M ilan Vrekic has carved 
his own path as an 
entrepreneur in Canada 
since he immigrated in 

2005. He left his home in Serbia with 
nothing but his technical talent and 
a desire for a thriving career. 

After he co-founded TitanFile, a 
secure file sharing application, Milan 
acted as Volta Labs’ first executive 
director. He has ingrained himself 
in the Canadian startup ecosystem 
through mentorship, based on real 
founding experience.

Milan’s current venture is Zora, a 
Halifax and Las Vegas-based startup 
that scores prospective tenants, 
organizes leases and manages 
maintenance for landlords. 

After a six-month residency with 
Communitech in Waterloo, Milan 

returned to the East Coast and 
established roots in the Halifax 
community, while also investing. 

“I ended up buying some real 
estate,” he says. “I thought it would 
be a good idea to generate a side 
income, but it turned out to be the 
worst idea ever.”

Milan admits that real estate can 
be a risk. “One out of 10 tenants 
will default on their rent. If you 
have more than 10 tenants, you are 
bound to run into some problems.”

The risks of real estate for landlords 
became the inspiration behind 
Milan’s next project. Milan left his 
lead position at Volta to found Zora 
- a platform that uses behavioural, 
demographic and social patterns 
to simplify the rental process for 
landlords. 

Since its conception in 2014, 
Zora has grown to be a promising 
endeavour, accumulating interest 
from investors and participating 
in programs such as The Mill, an 
accelerator program in Las Vegas. 
Zora has nearly 10,000 landlords 
that use their software and has cut 
their average users’ rental defaults 
in half.

Zora: Lowering the risks for landlords with the help of 
international tech communities

“I ended up 
buying some real 
estate...it turned 

out to be the 
worst idea ever.”
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SITE2020

I t’s easy to see Site2020’s 
presence at Volta. Throughout 
the forest-painted back hallway 
of the seventh floor, residents 

are often greeted with at least a 
couple automated street lights, 
glowing red, yellow or green at any 
given time.
Site2020 is a traffic management 
network. The hardware startup’s 
vision is to increase safety and 
reduce the cost for construction 
companies through technology.
The system works by using an 
integrated network of smart, 
portable traffic lights. A single 
employee can manage traffic 
safely using Site2020’s technology, 
which eliminates the need to hire 
additional flaggers (the sign-holding 
highway workers that you see before 
entering a construction zone). 
After placing third in Canada’s 
Business Model competition, 
founders Mitch Hollohan and Cole 
Campbell won $10, 000 to help fund 
their project.  The funds from the 
prize money allowed Mitch and Cole 
to quit their  part-time jobs as a tutor 

and personal trainer respectively. 
Both began a full-time commitment 
to prototype and reach out to 
potential investors.  
Without a proper workspace, Cole 
and Mitch rented out rooms on the 
Dalhousie campus and moved their 
equipment from home to school in 
backpacks every day. “We would 
scrounge for Breakout rooms, 
bringing all of our gear in backpacks 
full of stuff every day,” says Mitch. 
“Finally, we came to Volta down on 
Spring Garden.” 
Site2020 focused on customers 
during the challenging first few years 
of balancing market penetration and 
funding. “You don’t have a business 
if you don’t have customers. You can 
do whatever you want in your own 
head, but if you can’t get somebody 
to give you money, why are you 
even in business?” explains Cole. 
While Site2020 had a marketable 
idea for a product, they had to quickly 
build prototypes and find funding. 
Resources were tight, but with the 
funds from grants, competitions and 
programs, Site2020 was able to hire 

a developer to get their prototype 
off the ground. 
“It’s important to give your idea 
legs,” says Cole. “We solved the 
specific problem of flagging, and 
now we want to put these units on 
every single roadway and highway 
in North America, or however far we 
can conquer.” 
Together Cole and Mitch contacted 
every safety association in North 
America to find out how big the 
market was. With roughly 7,000 
flaggers in Nova Scotia, Site2020 
had to set their ambitions higher.
“We literally called every single 
Department of Transportation and 
safety association in North America 
to find out how many there is. From 
that we developed to match exactly 
how big the problem is,” says Mitch. 
Site2020 is working on finessing 
their smart traffic system with a smart 
camera, which will track and analyze 
traffic data for commercial use with 
big data companies such as Google. 
Currently, Site2020 is building eight 
prototypes in preparation to enter 
their product into the market.

Site2020: Flagging down a viable business model in the 
construction industry
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Volta Labs has partnered with 
Lighthouse Labs, a for-profit 
educational institute based in 
Vancouver, to bring their intensive web 
development boot camp to Halifax. 
This will be their first boot camp course 
East of Montreal. The boot camp will 
support Nova Scotia’s tech ecosystem 
by delivering a modern, immersive 
web development program to launch 
a cohort of students into their first 
junior developer role.

The Web Development Bootcamp 
focuses on JavaScript, Ruby on Rails, 
HTML/CSS, popular APIs, software 
architecture, responsive design, test 
driven development and Node.js 
during an 8-week, 8-10 hours per 
day intensive program. The program 
provides mentorship, a data-drive 
curriculum and top-notch learning 
environment to bring students to a 
junior developer level of competence. 
The program is hands-on and team 
based, which is perfect for a student 
looking to get into the startup or SME 
scene.

Over 95% of Lighthouse Labs job-
seeking graduates are hired within 90 
days of completing their bootcamp. 
Over 160 organizations have hired 
their 450+ students from bootcamps 
in Vancouver, Toronto, Okanagan, 
Montreal, Victoria, London and soon, 
Halifax.

Lighthouse Labs 
Travel East to 

Partner with Volta 
Labs
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The report states that the value of 
Canada’s tech sector has grown 
steadily, and that the sector itself 
is broader in scope than previous 
assessments, ranging from digital 
technologies, to aerospace and 
pharmaceuticals. In 2015, the 
technology sector was directly 
responsible for $117 billion or 7.1 per 
cent of Canada’s economic output—
greater than that of the finance and 
insurance industry.

Halifax Tech Sector:

• The tech sector is the second 
largest employer private sector 
employer in Halifax, employing 
17,900 people. (largest: retail 
trade)

• The most prevalent tech company 
size in Nova Scotia is 20 – 99 
employees, making up 37% of the 
tech sector workforce.

• 56% of the Halifax tech sector 
workforce has a university 
education. This is 5% higher than 
the Canadian tech sector average. 
The average annual wage in the 
Halifax tech workforce is $58,780. 
This is $8,170 lower than the 
Canadian tech sector average.

“Halifax has almost as high a 
concentration as the Kitchener-
Cambridge-Waterloo area, and even 
Toronto,” Says Volta Labs CEO Jesse 
Rodgers. “The competition for talent is 
global, and Halifax is well positioned, 
as established in the Brookfield 
report.”

BII+E Releases 
Report on Canada’s 

Tech Sector Economy 
& Workforce Impact
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HEALTH QR

H ealth QR has developed a 
strategy to streamline many 
of the everyday hassles of 
medication management 

with Your Health Report. The app 
allows patients to easily access the 
information they already legally 
own, without the traditional industry 
barriers. 
Your Health Report automatically 
updates records every time the patient 
changes or renews medications, 
while also tracking their medication 
schedule with reminders. Health QR 
wants to narrow the medication gap 
to give patients and their loved ones 
peace of mind. 
Nearly 41 per cent of Canadians 
take prescription drugs. With a big 
market and even bigger potential, 
Health QR is seizing the opportunity 
to help Canadians, starting at local 
pharmacies.
“Medication management is a multi-
billion dollar problem, not just for 
drugstores or pharmacies, but also for 
pharmaceutical companies,” explains 
Patricia Ryan, CEO and founder of 

Health QR. “When you’re not taking 
your medications on time, chances are 
you get sick or end up worsening your 
disease, so it will end up costing the 
healthcare system billions of dollars.”
Patricia says that the pharmaceutical 
industry is moving towards a clinical 
focus and away from their dispensing 
role. The onus has shifted to the 
patient to complete the day-to-day 
medical tasks and paperwork, which 
can mean complicated processes for 
the patient.
“We’re looking at efficiencies that 
will allow the pharmacists to digitize 
things like informed consent forms 
and forms they use to consult with 
experts to provide services,” says 
Patricia. “This will reduce the amount 
of paperwork. They’re very excited, 
because they book their time in the 
minutes.”
Pharmacists have had a larger scope 
over the past decade. They can 
provide injection services such as 
flu shots, prescribing treatments for 
minor ailments and even extend 
or reduce a patient’s prescriptions. 

Typically, pharmacies allow 24/7 
access to medication for patients. 
For Patricia, an important first step for 
Health QR was to foster a relationship 
with pharmacies rather than typical 
networking with the pharmaceutical 
drug companies. Within a year of 
substantial growth and aggressive 
sales targets, Health QR has developed 
the next phase of their platform by 
adding additional features to the 
product, such as improved pharmacy 
workflows, customer engagement, 
and enhanced integration with the 
Your Health Report app.
For up to two weeks per month, Patricia 
spends her time at Health QR’s second 
office at the McMaster Innovation Park 
in Hamilton, Ontario. This location is 
used to network with the big names 
in the industry, since many have head 
offices in Mississauga. 
Since Your Health Report launched 
last year, Health QR has partnered 
with over 18 pharmacies throughout 
Atlantic Canada and has only been 
gaining more traction, one pharmacy 
at a time. 

Health QR: Global market reach, one pharmacy at a time with 
Your Health Report
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ATHLETIGEN

J eremy Koenig, founder 
and CEO of Athletigen, has 
always been a fan of both 
high-performance athletics 

and human genetics. In 2012, he 
had an idea: Find a way to combine 
his love for the two into something 
worthwhile. Just like that, Athletigen 
was born.

Athletigen looks deeply into the 
human genome, and its billions 
of genetic data points called 
nucleotides. According to Jeremy, 
less than one percent of the entire 
human genome is variable. This 
means there is only a one per cent 
difference that accounts for all of 
the diversity we see in humanity. 
Athletigen looks further by scoping 
out those aspects of the genome 
that are specifically related to 
athleticism. The algorithm produces 
results that are used to optimize 
fitness plans, inform elite athlete 
performance and tweak physician-
prescribed exercise.

“I liked turning the problem on its 
head,” Jeremy says. “For example, 
what’s disease pathology? ‘Why is 
something broken at the genetic 
level, and how do we fix it?’ What 
if we ask instead: What is going on 
when this thing is doing something 
amazing?”

Athletigen uses a platform of 
existing direct-to-customer 
providers, such as 23&me and 
Ancestry.com to easily connect 
users to their raw data. Within 
minutes, users can gain insight into 
what type of diet or training they will 
best respond to and whether they 
are at a heightened risk for specific 
injuries.

In March of 2016, Baylor Football 
and Athletigen announced a 
partnership geared toward creating 
a unified performance platform. 
This platform allows each athlete to 
have a training program developed 
based on their own genetic 

information to help improve their 
health, performance and safety.

After its initial beta launch in 2014, 
Athletigen began to call Volta Labs 
home while Jeremy developed his 
team. Two years later, the team has 
evolved into a dynamic group of over 
twenty employees, who specialize 
in marketing, R&D, biology and 
engineering.

Since graduating from Volta’s 
residency program in 2015, the 
Athletigen team has raised a total 
of $1.5 million in equity funding. In 
April of 2016, they officially opened 
their own office (only five floors up 
from Volta) to scale up with their 
growth.

Genetic profiling for athletics is new 
and uncharted territory, making 
Athletigen’s venture into the market 
no small undertaking. The team is 
now four years in, and the future has 
never been brighter.

Athletigen: A potent mix of athletics and genetics
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TRAVEL BURSARY:

Volta is pleased to offer a travel 
bursary program that is exclusive 
to resident companies. To receive a 
bursary, resident companies must 
demonstrate how the travel bursary 
program will help achieve key 
strategic business goals.

Volta will cover up to 50% of eligible 
costs to a maximum of $2,000 per 
year (12 bursaries available per year; 
three per quarter).

In the Fall of 2016, three resident 
companies received bursaries to 
travel to Alberta, San Francisco and 
NYC/Boston.

EARLY ADOPTER:

Volta’s Early Adopter Program pairs 
our residents with established 
companies in Nova Scotia. The 
established companies will serve as 
the first customers for our residents, 
and in return get early access to new 
and exciting products.

By working together, our resident 
startups will benefit from real 
customer feedback on their products 
as well as future testimonials for their 
business.

New Programs 
Available to Volta’s 

Resident Companies
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ATLANTIC LOTTERY
CORPORATION

P assing through the Maritime Centre’s 
seventh-floor entrance, the Atlantic 
Lottery’s Innovation Outpost is just to the 
left as you enter Volta. Walk through the 
lobby’s panoramic galactic mural and 

you enter a space that’s brimming with possibilities.

The walls of the Outpost are painted in grayscale of 
ocean scenes, with a map of the four provinces on 
one side and the colourful Atlantic Lottery’s logo 
on the other. White, minimal furniture decorates 
the space in pods. If you didn’t know better, you’d 
think it was a startup – that’s the point.

We chatted with Scott Burke, the Outpost Lab Lead. 
He’s been in the new position since July. Scott 
shared his vision for the Outpost’s upcoming year of 
prototyping, experimenting and commercializing.

Scott brings a broad spectrum of experiences to 
the Atlantic Lottery Innovation team. He’s honed 

his skills in the online gaming, internet marketing, 
web development, server-side programming and 
database fields.

“I love innovating in a business context, and 
applying the latest technology and practices to the 
problem at hand,” he says. “I have ten years in the 
online gaming space and a lot of multidisciplinary 
experience, and a real passion for integrating the 
fields I’ve been in, as well as business processes.”

“I feel very lucky, happy and excited to have this 
opportunity to innovate the next generation of 
products and services for Atlantic Lottery,” Scott 
explains, “and ultimately give back to the Atlantic 
Canadian community, especially the business and 
tech community.”

The Outpost model: Research and community 
The Outpost model: Research and community

SUCCESS AS A “WIN-WIN-WIN”
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ATLANTIC LOTTERY
CORPORATION

The Outpost model: Research and community 

Scott is leading the first Outpost of its kind in 
Atlantic Canada. “We’re looking at the overall 
model of what others are trying to do,” he says. 
“Innovate, invent, disrupt, incubate and acquire. 
Not all of these boxes are avenues we’ll pursue 
in our first sprint of the Outpost, but I’m definitely 
looking at all of it, and what’s coming out of other 
Outposts. I’m also looking to leverage as much 
experience as I can as I connect with more people 
in the community, too.”

Scott’s first priority is to put together an all-star 
team and set the Outpost up for success, with the 
help of Atlantic Lottery and Volta.

Scott outlines the stakeholders involved, and what 
success would mean to each.

For Atlantic Lottery, he says he wants to see a 
return on their investment with ideas that can be 

sent back to their head office, and business lines 
to help innovate. “The primary goal is to come up 
with successful products or services; fun, great new 
products that excite Atlantic Canadians and help 
drive Atlantic Lottery revenues, of which 100% of 
profits are returned to the four Atlantic provinces, 
and reinvested in the community,” he emphasizes.

For Volta, Scott says success means raising 
awareness, spreading the word about what Volta 
can offer other household name corporations and 
inspiring them to explore the Outpost model.

For Scott? “I’ll consider the Outpost a success when 
we’re able to spin up a team that works effectively 
together, has fun coming here and at the other end 
of this experience, has greater domain experience 
and increased skills,” he explains. “Ultimately we 
want to give something to our team – every team 
member should feel like they got something from 
what they put into the outpost.”

SETTING UP SHOP AT THE ATLANTIC 
LOTTERY INNOVATION OUTPOST



“Atlantic Canada has a foundation of 
companies and universities for its innovation 
economy, but what we need is a well-defined 

innovation district in our largest city”

By Jesse Rodgers

At Volta Labs, we believe that 
Atlantic Canada has performed 
above the Canadian average 
when it comes to technology-
driven companies finding success. 
However, the success of technology 
companies in the region has not 
yet inspired a broader sense that 
success in technology-driven 
business happens here. There is 
now an opportunity to change 
that perception of Atlantic Canada 
and lead the development of a 
technically minded innovation 
cluster in the region.

This change in perception requires 
three main pillars to be present:

• A vibrant and growing base of 
technology companies that are 
globally minded and locally 
based.

• Strong educational institutions 
that develop young people 
who are entrepreneurial, 
innovative and have a global 
perspective in whatever area or 
field they want to excel in.

• An innovation ‘district’ to 
build density in Halifax 
where modern technology 
companies have a ‘campus’ 
to centre their activities and 
radiate throughout the Atlantic 
Region.

Starting a business with a local 
connection is a good start. However, 
in order to grow a business today, 
you must have a global mindset. 
Customers, funding, and the people 
that help build your company will 
reside in different cities in different 
countries. There are numerous 
examples of companies based 
in Halifax with customers in U.S. 
cities, Dash Hudson being top of 
mind as it grows its office space in 
downtown Halifax with customers 
in New York and other cities.

Atlantic Canada is home to great 
educational institutions that not 
only develop young people 
from the region but also attract 
students from all over the world. 
It is important these educational 
institutions remain strong and 
nurture an entrepreneurial, 
innovative, and global perspective. 
The recent investment into Ocean 
Technology Research is a great 
start in establishing a globally 
competitive advantage for the 
region that sends a positive signal.

The establishment of an innovation 
district in downtown Halifax will 
change how technology and 
innovation is perceived in the 
region. A long-standing trend 
in major cities throughout the 

globe, innovation districts are a 
concentrated area of a city where 
education, industry, and residents 
are intertwined to create a vibrant 
living and working community.

Along Spring Garden Road, you can 
see the start of this district with the 
growth of the Dalhousie University 
Sexton campus, the investment in 
a modern library, development of 
condos, the presence of a growing 
number of early-stage technology 
companies, and Volta Labs being 
open to the community.

All levels of government, members 
of the community, higher education, 
and private industry partners are 
collaborating to establish density 
in the core of Halifax that will 
radiate out the next generation 
of innovative industry across 
Nova Scotia and Atlantic Canada. 
Community is the framework for a 
prosperous future economy here in 
Halifax.

Volta Labs is that home base for a 
technology-driven industry to take 
a firm root in Atlantic Canada while 
developing a global perspective. It 
will continue to evolve and develop 
the story that will inspire growing 
businesses to be successful in 
Atlantic Canada while competing 
globally.

DEVELOPING HALIFAX’S 
INNOVATION DISTRICT
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A big thank you to all of 
our Community Builders 

for their continued 
support of Volta & the 

entire startup community!

COMMUNITY 
BUILDERS



Our goal is to create a place where 
entrepreneurship is celebrated and taking 

over the world is expected.

HALIFAX’S TECH SUPER HUB


